WHAT IS DINNER AND A SHOW?
Dinner and a Show is a development program that brings new
writing into a shared social space. All the writer must have is a
willingness to share their work.
Every month, a different writer is invited to participate. Artists
are arranged to read the work and a home-cooked meal is
provided for all those attending. The writer’s draft is read by
the group and then discussed over dinner. The discussion is
facilitated by program directors (and cooks) Julian Dibley-Hall
and Olivia Satchell.
That’s it. It is what it says on the label.
It has been our greatest pleasure to run dinner and a show for
the past two years. We wanted to provide a practice-based
coming together by using the ritual of a shared meal as a
framework for discussing new work.
This zine is a collection of some of the work shared with us
during this time. For each writer, you’ll find a statement of
context for their excerpt, as well as a few pages from the script
they brought to dinner.
This program has only been made possible by the generosity of
the SBW Foundation and the Rodney Seaborn Playwriting
Support Fund since the beginning of 2017.
We would like to thank all our writers and readers for their
generosity, and also extend a special thanks to the incredibly
gifted Hannah Cox for these custom illustrations.
Much love,
Liv and Jules x
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CHRISTOPHER BRYANT – THE GREAT DARK SPOT
The Great Dark Spot was inspired tangentially by the tutor of our philosophy class, who one day told
us that when the world ends – inevitably thanks to our own hand; through climate change or mass
destruction – we won’t even be able to look at the damage caused and say “well, at least we tried.” I
wasn’t sure that I agreed, but it sparked something in me regardless, and off I went. It’s a play set in
a post-apocalyptic world, post “at least we tried”, but quietly: without violence or destruction or
Charlize Theron in a two-piece made of animal pelts. It’s a play set in a post-apocalyptic world, but
an apocalypse that takes a back seat to the action of the play and the characters’ internal worlds. A
play about an incredibly personal loss in the face of an immense depersonalised Loss; about feeling
like you should care about something impossibly large but finding it impossible to do so because
you’re still focused on something comparatively small.

When I began to write it, I’d just been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. This was at
once incredibly reassuring and incredibly harrowing. It came with an assurance that ways in which I’d
been acting and thinking had a root cause that wasn’t me, but it also carried the sobering fact that I
was, capital-d, Disordered. Unsure of what to do after returning from my psychologist – this kind of
diagnosis tends to put a dampener on your day – I sat down, opened up my laptop, and began to
write this version of the play. It’s not about PTSD but it also very much is: my own experiences, as
they so often do, inevitably colouring the work that I completed around my diagnosis and my
subsequent search for meaning in trauma.
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HATTIE/
KYLE

I didn’t tell anyone that she was gone.

HATTIE

People knew, alright – the school councillor, teachers, the ladies in the tuck-shop and
the principal – they all seemed to be waiting for the perfect moment to bring it up.

KYLE

I refused to mention it, out of some desperate belief I held within myself that if I
talked about it, my life would be ruined. It’d go like this, see: If I talked about it; I’d
actually feel it. This would lead to the emotional floodgates within me bursting wide
open: the floodgates I’d kept so bitterly, defiantly shut this whole time. And because
life is never fair, if these floodgates did burst open, they’d do so at the most
inopportune time: in all likelihood like a wayward erection while I was delivering a
class paper in front of the whole of year 7C.

HATTIE

In my mind, it was simple: if I never mentioned it? The perfect moment would never
come. And speaking it – actually pushing the words from my body to sit out in the air
in front of me – seemed so final, somehow. Like maybe she was out there, still, but
the moment I spoke it – something I was fairly certain was truth, was fact, that my
mother was gone and probably dead and I’d never see her again – the moment I put
this out into the world was the moment that it really would become truth. She’d be
gone. Forever.

KYLE

My teacher, sensing that something was wrong from the nightmarish tones of my
wailing, would send me off to the councillor’s office. There, I’d be offered lollies,
endless tissues, and be told to “let it all out”; “let it go”. I’d be labelled a sissy by the
rest of my year, and would be unceremoniously kicked from the social ladder; lower
than the nerds or the home-schooled weirdos, because hey, at least they had friends.

KYLE

One day, not long after she was gone, I found myself stuck in the local library, looking
through endless books with big and beautiful pictures – far off unknown worlds;
places completely separate from the world I lived in at the time: a world of pain and
disappointment, // and –

HATTIE

And this is how it went, every Mother’s Day or parent/teacher interview night or
anything else parental-adjacent: the looks, then the slow, dawning realisations, then
someone would approach and ask: “is everything alright, dear?” And then the hands.
Fuck the hands. If you don’t have anything nice to say, you don’t say anything at all,
right?

Wrong. If you don’t have anything nice to say, say it with your hands. Pat it out like
I’m some beaten stray creature, shivering and cold and alone. Always alone.
The parents and teachers and every other figure of authority in my life began treating
my father with an incredibly patronising level of caring, like he couldn’t possibly be
expected to do it all on his own, and he let them. Mum just disappeared, but Dad
walked as far away as he possibly could. Maybe we reminded him too much of what
he’d lost. Or maybe he was just weak.
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The first Mother’s Day after she disappeared, I squirrelled away a fresh pink fiver and
sauntered up to the kiosk, pretending to idly look through the countless insipid little
gifts the councillor had bought from the market the weekend previous. Her hands
shook when she was nervous, you see, or when she didn’t know what to do, and
that’s what I remember the clearest: coming up to look at a row of tiny cacti adorned
with tiny pink bows, and her shaking hands, asking: “Oh! Hello, Hattie. How’re you
going today?”, but whispering the end of it, “tod-aaay”, like actually calling it what it
was would make me combust with grief.
KYLE

And Mum worked nearby, before she decided to up and leave, and I could feel her
presence – the hairs on the back of my neck on high alert, screaming out: “SHE USED
TO BE HERE. SHE USED TO BE SO NEAR TO HERE, SO CLOSE, AND NOW SHE’S NOT.
NOW SHE NEVER WILL BE AGAIN.” This only pushed me further into these books, like I
felt one of them might completely suck me in and take me out, up, away.

HATTIE

“I’m fine,” I smile, looking her dead in the eye. “How much for this one?” I’d asked,
keeping my gaze steady as I selected an offensively bright Desert Rose from beneath
me and wielded it between us like a weapon.
“Free!” she’d said a little too loudly, burying those nervous hands in the depths of her
pockets.
“Says here four dollars,” I reply, showing her the price tag as an accusation. Before she
could reply, I jammed my other hand sweaty into my own pocket and pushed the fiver
across the table between us. “A dollar’s change, right?”
“You don’t…” she whispers, now, voice deathly and traitor hands whirling through the
profundity of her those cotton pockets. Say it, I think, sending the words her way with
all of my energy. For some reason that was important: that she actually say it.

She pauses. Then:
“Well…
You don’t have anyone to give it to.”
KYLE

Something that weirded me out, as a kid, was that every planet has a dark side. I
mean, I get it now, sure – but back then I thought the whole world operated by the
same time schedule; that 9am for someone in China was 9am for my aunt in London.
So when I discovered GDS-89, one day, I… basically couldn’t deal.
As I fell asleep at night, my 13-year-old imagination filled in that immense blackness
with monsters and UFOs and whatever else was haunting me at the time.
A couple of years later I was watching a documentary on TV, and it told us: that, using
light-years as a scientific medium, we could theoretically see through time.

HATTIE

65 million light-years, according to Wikipedia.
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65 million light-years to see the dinosaurs going about their days like a real-life Jurassic
Park, snarling and shitting and ripping each other to pieces.
KYLE

I read on, in awe and terror, and discovered that this tumult was endlessly whirling
around Neptune eating anything and everything in its path, consuming everything it
came across and leaving not even the skeleton in its wake. I also read that scientists
didn’t know what was in or underneath that darkness – that it could’ve been anything.
That was what got me the most. That it could’ve been anything. Or anyone.

HATTIE

I’ve calculated it – or tried to, see, and I think I’ve finally gotten the math right. If I
somehow managed to fly five light-years into space, I could turn around and see my
mother right before she disappeared.
Just to see her, y’know? To see Bonnie Applewhite going about her day, waking up and
making us all breakfast; on her way to work in the mornings or on her lunch break,
those quiet moments where she was all alone – the moments nobody got to see.
To feel close to her, even just the once.

KYLE

There’s a pitch-black enigma levitating across the surface of one of the largest planets
in our solar system –

HATTIE

Five.

KYLE

– growing larger –

HATTIE

Five light-years.

KYLE

– and darker –

HATTIE

That’s not so many.

KYLE

– and deeper.

HATTIE

It’s not achievable, the Internet reckons I’m kidding myself, it’s too far, but I’m not so
sure.

KYLE

Eating everything in its path like “The Nothing” in The Never Ending Story, on this
endless quest for satisfaction. To finally become whole.

HATTIE

I’m not so sure.

KYLE

It feels like we ought to have known.
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FI SPITZ – THE VIEW FROM UP HERE
I’ve always been fascinated [and only slightly irked] by the narratives that tie sisters together. Just
like those that tie wives to husbands and children to parents, these narratives—full of ideas about
unconditional love and forgiveness—can become cages where abusive relationships flourish.
Sisterhood, biological or otherwise, has an air of sanctity: older sisters are tasked with initiating the
younger into the world, to teach her about womanhood. But the poisonous tendrils of patriarchy can
easily take root in this exchange, as even the very language we speak is gendered, tying women to
their bodies and the natural cycles of the world. Even in the (hopefully) progressive world we live in
today, a woman’s body and fertility are inescapable facets of their public existence.
If language is inherently gendered, and steeped in patriarchal values, perhaps silence, on our own
terms, is powerful. And if silence can be accepted as a radical form of feminine language, can the
empty womb, an absence, be the ultimate rejection of the patriarchy? And on an individual level, is it
possible to extricate this personal choice from the political implications? Are women’s bodies a
commodity, necessary to keep the human world turning?
The view from up here asks these sticky questions through the difficult relationship between two
warring sisters at the end of their familial line—one infertile and desperate for a child, the other
fertile and happily waiting for the end. Do you have to share your body just because you share
blood?
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The light overhead flickers violently. Moments of darkness. Fuel is running low. Eva pulls the blanket
over her head. We can see her breathing. It is uneven.
A knock. She does not move.
Another knock. Lily enters and crawls into bed beside her. Eva rolls away.
LILY:

He didn't mean to.

EVA:

I know.

Silence.
LILY:

He likes you.

EVA:

He likes you better.

LILY:

I know.

Silence.
LILY:

Are you jealous?

EVA:

No. I don’t like him.

LILY:

Do you like anyone?

Silence.
LILY:

Eva.

Eva rolls over.
EVA:

I was dreaming of you.
I dreamt your husband left you. You came to me with a child on your hip and grass
seeds in your dress, and tears where the fence had caught you, and also tears where
they had fallen. I took your daughter / and I sat her on the bed. The bed where you lay
in the dark for three days. I brushed your hair and changed your sheets. And on the
day you got up we went to the river, the child holding our hands, swinging from our
arms. And you looked at me, and we never spoke his name again.

LILY:

Son.

Silence.
LILY:

Where did he go?

EVA:

He was in the shed.
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They all end up there.
LILY:

Not the little ones. The boys.
We buried them.

EVA:

Near the shed.

LILY:

You cried for days after each one, do you remember? Longer than Ma. She had to sit
there, rubbing your back, washing the tears and snot out of your smock while her skirt
was still full of blood and afterbirth. You wanted a brother. You didn’t want me
anymore.

Silence.
LILY:

It’s your fault.

Silence.
LILY:

You bled her dry.

EVA:

Yeah? Did I bleed you dry too?

LILY:

We had to replace the floor of the kitchen. It was sodden and starting to rot, the ants
were swarming. The lizards gorging.
I thought she was going to die. It was all over her hands, all over me. The air was wet

with it and I had already used all the water washing my hands, washing the table, the
chairs. There wasn't enough for you. You were filthy for days. ‘til she could stand, took
you down to the river and lay there with you against her chest, one hand wrapped
around a tree root, holding tight against the current. Floating. Water coming off you,
stained red. You floated there for hours.
It was dark when we got back and you were wet and shivering and we didn't have any
clean sheets. But it was cold, and you were blue so we rubbed you down with the
dirty cloth, so you were red again when you went to sleep. I always smell blood when I

look at you. It sunk into your skin.
A long silence.
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JANE E THOMPSON – LOVE MONSTER
Tom is a soap star. Grace watches him. He brings her joy.
One day, he disappears from her screen.
LOVE MONSTER considers a femme-centric promiscuous sexuality that exists outside the language
and imperatives of male desire.
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SCENE: Grace enters her apartment. She opens the door, switches the lights on. She has food. She sits
on her couch and turns on the TV. She watches her soap with Tom in it. She eats her food. She sticks
her hand down her pants and takes it out again, smelling herself. She suddenly gets up, takes out her
phone, sends a message to someone. She closes the plastic containers and puts her food in the fridge.
She takes the gin out of the freezer and takes a just a nip. She returns it, closes the freezer and puts
her coat on, grabs her keys and exits, switching off the light.
SCENE: TOM alone.
TOM: Nobody could do anything they just kept coming for me, climbing over each other, just bodies
and open mouths coming for me. People ask if I was scared. I laugh it off—sweep my hair off my face
just a bit so that they don’t think I’m hiding. I am though. Find it hard to go out. And everyone’s like,
they’re girls! What can they do? They can’t touch you. You are a god. You are golden. You are my
meal ticket that’s what they say. And then they laugh and curse me like I’m the one with all the luck.
If only they could be me. God. How they would spend my time. With those girls. Makes them hard
just thinking about it. They kind of drift off, eyes glass over as they think about it and I’m no longer in
the room with them. Their teeth sharpen. Their lip curls up just at the corner and their face turns.
They think I can’t see it, because I’m no longer there. I spend so much time with them they forget
what I look like, what form I take. Sometimes they look at me like it’s the first time they’ve really
seen me and they kind of double-take. They don’t believe it’s me. Wait a minute—how can that be-?
Are we sure this is the guy? I mean they don’t say it out loud. Not yet. They will one day. When
they’re looking back over their life and what they did with it they’ll try and remember me but they
won’t be able to. They’ll confuse me with others. I confuse me with others. I disappoint them
because I don’t have stories to tell.
SCENE: GRACE and the GIRL.
GIRL: I kissed someone.
GRACE: When?
GIRL: At the show.
GRACE: Was he hot?
GIRL: Yeah.
GRACE: Did you get his number?
GIRL: I’m not gonna call.
GRACE: Why not? Who was he?
GIRL: Some actor. I don’t know.
GRACE: What’s his name?
GIRL: Tom.
GRACE: Tom who?
GIRL: I didn’t ask.
GRACE: So he wasn’t famous.
GIRL: I don’t think so.
GRACE: Let’s call him anyway.
GIRL: No.
GRACE: Now. Let’s call him now.
GIRL: No—
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GRACE: What’s his number?
GIRL: Hey—
GRACE: I’ll call him if you don’t want to—
GIRL: No! He wanted me. Not you.
GRACE: Was he a good kisser?
GIRL: ...
GRACE: What else did you do?
GIRL: Nothing.
GRACE: Where were you when it happened?
GIRL: Out in the crowd. After the show. He was just there. And he kissed me.
GRACE: You just let some random kiss you?
GIRL: He was cute.
GRACE: You slut.
GIRL: This is why I didn’t want to tell you!
GRACE: I don’t mean it.
(Pause.)

GIRL: He asked me to go outside with him.
GRACE: Did you?
GIRL: He was kind of weird. I wasn’t sure
GRACE: He’s an actor that’s what they’re like. I think it’s hot. He probably wanted to fuck you in one
of the alleys, next to the bins.
GIRL: That’s disgusting.
GRACE: You’re so scared of it aren’t you?
GIRL: No. I just don’t want to fuck some random in some foul, rotten laneway next to the garbage.
GRACE: You make it sound so boring.
GIRL: Well that’s what happened.
GRACE: I’m always captivated by the feeling. I find it so odd that most people are embarrassed by it.
(Pause.)
GRACE: Was there something?
GIRL: ...
GRACE: What was it?
GIRL: Maybe people can’t find the words to explain it.
GRACE: Well at least you can admit there was something—
GIRL: It was like I’d never wanted anything so much ever.
And somebody’s talking and I’m thinking, who’s here? There’s no one here. And it’s me. It’s my voice
saying, no, I can’t do this, repeatedly.
But softly, like I don’t believe myself either.
Why was I saying that?
Anyway he was trying to get me back to his place. I couldn’t go back to his place.
But he was such good kisser and I remember leaning into him; letting him kiss my mouth for a while
And then
He’s on me
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In between the footpath and the road
And I thought, oh my god, we’re going to fuck on the side of the road; I can’t fuck someone on the side
of the road
But
It was ridiculous so ridiculous
Then I just said, NO, really like shouting and pushed at him and he sort of rolled off me
And he smiled. He may have said something actually but I don’t know what
It was like a grimace, his smile, he looked really annoyed.
And it didn’t bother me because I was really annoyed. And I remember thinking, HA-HA, SNAP.
I don’t think I said it out loud though.
I was really mad actually. And the further I walked the madder I got.
I turned to check he wasn’t following. I know he’s not following.
By the time I get home I’m just this knot. And no matter how hard I try I just can’t loosen it.
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ERIC GARDINER – BARON
Currently in development with Red Stitch Actors Theatre, Baron is a play about nostalgia, unreality,
MN memory and technology. A script that began in late 2016 by imagining the dystopian future of
Donald Trump’s youngest son has boiled down into an oblique two-hander, its characters struggling
with the sense that they are outsourcing some critical part of their mental and physical infrastructure
to a distant, alien place.
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PETERSON

All I do, my thing now, is I play the old games. Age of Empires. SimCity. I
don’t like games that get too real.

RAMIREZ

We had SimCity on all the computers in the computer room in school and all
the Grade Sixes would come over and make a garden for us in the middle of
our cities, make it really nice.

PETERSON

Did your family have Flight Simulator? With the joystick?

RAMIREZ

Flight Simulator 2000, yeah.

PETERSON

Did you do it?

RAMIREZ

I thought everybody did.

PETERSON

Not me.

RAMIREZ

Wasn't my idea. My mate was over and we got the New York map loaded up
and then we did it, yeah.
Start up on the Hudson River, and you just cruise in from there.

PETERSON

You're fucked. Some part of you is missing.

RAMIREZ

We were having such a nice time.

PETERSON

What's he up to now, your co-pilot?

RAMIREZ

Engaged.

PETERSON

Bullshit.

RAMIREZ

Hotel room at the casino, she unlocks the door and he's spelt out 'MARRY ME'
in rose petals on the bed and everything.

PETERSON

Champagne on ice. Fingers sticking to the bucket.
Fucked in the head, the both of you.

What happened when your plane hit the towers?
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RAMIREZ

The screen went black.

PETERSON

See, I reckon that's worse. The old games. They made you do the work, fill in the
blanks.

RAMIREZ

There’s this little girl.

PETERSON

Where?

RAMIREZ

Doesn't matter.

PETERSON

America, then.

RAMIREZ

Sure, America.

And this girl, this American girl, she has got a pet snake; a python.
He lives in a glass tank in her bedroom but she leaves the lid off at night, so he can roam
around.
One day, he stops eating his food. She wakes up in the middle of the night a week later
and the python’s lying next to her.
She and her dad, they take the snake to the vet, and she tells him how he
won’t eat his dead mice anymore, and she tells him about the night before, about
finding him stretched out along her body. ‘I just thought he was cold’, she says. ‘Is there
something the matter with him? Is there something that is wrong?’

The vet sighs, and he takes off his glasses, and he sets them on the bench. He tells the
girl that her python will have to be put down.
‘Your snake is fasting’, he says. ‘And he is measuring your body before he eats you.’
PETERSON

Snakes don’t do that. They don’t measure their prey. They grab, they squeeze,
they eat.
I’m looking it up.

He pulls out his phone and types away until he finds the page.

‘Myth’. Says right here. ‘Urban legend.’

I want to believe you.
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RAMIREZ

Next day her dad comes home. Screen door bangs shut behind him.
Puts down the empty sack on the kitchen counter.

PETERSON

Little girl, she's upstairs on the end of her bed.

RAMIREZ

Sheds her tears like skins.

PETERSON

Dad comes in, swallows up her little hands in his big palms

RAMIREZ

Touches the tears away

PETERSON

Looks over at the empty tank.

RAMIREZ

'Hows about we drive down to that aquarium on High Street this weekend?'

PETERSON

'Get some tropical fish to brighten up your room, hey? Finding Nemo, right?'

PETERSON puts his hand to RAMIREZ’s head and traces round his temple. His finger traces further down,
along the outline of RAMIREZ’s jaw. PETERSON pulls back.
I don’t want to get devoured. Measured. Eaten up.
I don’t want to lose myself in someone.
I’m a consumer. I do the eating.
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HAYLEY LAWSON-SMITH - FLY
I like a good argument. Not the kind of argument where one or more of the participants dissolve
into tears, but the sort of intelligent battle of wits based on mutual respect, or unspoken yet
enjoyable loathing, where one-upmanship is a constant and there is plenty of humorous repertoire.
These were my favourite moments to write in Fly, and the scenes between sixteen year old Clara
and her part-time counsellor have become even more delicious since I made the decision to turn the
counsellor from a confused and embarrassed young man, to a headstrong (sometimes still
embarrassed) young woman. It felt like a simple change, but the effect this alteration has been
incredibly beneficial to the development of all the characters in the script. I can no longer remember
the name of the counsellor as they were as man; as Louise, they have more at stake, there is more
scope for competition and even chemistry with Clara. The world has become clearer and both
women have far more agency. The piece itself feels more important, and hopefully it’s saying more now
about the experience of being female than it did in its earlier drafts. I was pleasantly surprised by how
instantaneous this effect was. Surprised and relieved, because now, not only does the script feel as
though it has more drive, but I feel more engaged with the fictional people I’ve created.
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LOUISE:

Do you think these talks have helped? I think maybe they have.

CLARA:

Did you really hit a student at the other school?

LOUISE:

We're talking about you, Clara.

CLARA:

These talks would help me better if I knew more about you.

(Pause)
LOUISE:

Yes, I hit a student. It was a rough school, and a stupid move.

CLARA:

Did you hurt him?

LOUISE:

Not at all. Just a lame slap. I think I caught his nostril with the tip of my pinky finger.

CLARA:

Why?

LOUISE:

Why his nostril?

CLARA:

Why'd you hit him?

LOUISE:

It doesn't matter, there's no good excuse –

CLARA:

Then it doesn't matter if you tell me.

LOUISE:

He was bragging about parties. Drugs he'd done. Girls he'd been with. The amount of
times he'd passed out, inebriated.

CLARA:

That's a big word.

LOUISE:

I told him he should wise up, grow up. He said, 'make me.'

CLARA:

Tough guy.

LOUISE:

So I hit him.

CLARA:

Did that help, do you think?

LOUISE:

I think the surprise of it … maybe helped. But what I told him afterwards …

(Pause)
CLARA:

What did you tell him?

LOUISE:

Changing the subject now –
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CLARA:

Come on.

LOUISE:

Another time, Clara.

(Beat)
CLARA:

When I was little, grown-ups told me secrets were bad, you shouldn't have them.

LOUISE:

Oh, I’m no big secret. I have a blog.

CLARA:

I can Google you then?

LOUISE:

Be my guest.

CLARA:

Does the school know about the blog?

LOUISE:

Big part of the reason I’m here; I don't play Chinese Whispers with the truth.

CLARA:

So then tell me –

LOUISE:

You know what we can do? We can have a chat, the three of us. You, your dad, and me.
I think that would be a good idea.

CLARA:

What would we talk about? The football scores?

LOUISE:

I think your dad would like to know the reasons why you're falling behind in class.

CLARA:

He could ask me.

LOUISE:

Great, he could. Would you tell him?

(Beat)
CLARA:

I don't want a meeting with the three of us.

LOUISE:

We don't have to do that.

CLARA:

You can tell him.

LOUISE:

I can … ?

CLARA:

Tell Dad what's … you know, with English and everything.

LOUISE:

Sure, if you want. (Beat) The assignments can be hard, I used to hate them. I know it
now, but I wish someone had told me then; the trick with assignments is to find a fun
way to do them. Like, you've gotta find a little niche, sort of something to get you
excited. Then they should come easy.
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CLARA:

You sound like Snow White.

LOUISE:

Sorry?

CLARA:

(Speaking) Just whistle while you work, and cheerfully together we can tidy up the
place. So hum a merry tune, it won't take long – (Beginning to sing) – when there's a
song to help you set the pace. Imagine that the broom, is someone that you love, and
soon you'll find you're dancing –

(Clara stops singing when she sees Louise smile)

LOUISE:

I don't think I’ve ever met anyone who knows all the lyrics.

CLARA:

You're like a Disney princess, is what I mean.

LOUISE:

Me?

(Beat)
CLARA:

That Star Wars actor is a Disney princess now. She had short hair. In real life.

LOUISE:

Your dad said you used to sing around the house all the time.

CLARA:

He wasn't a fan.
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GEORGIE HARRISS – THE PUPPET REGIME
The Puppet Regime started life as a screenplay back in 2015 and has been struggling to find its
rhythm ever since. People read the screenplay and agreed it was far too claustrophobic for the
screen, and its conversion to a stage play has been troublesome at best.
This play strives to be about a lots of things - perhaps too many things. It’s about what it means to
govern in a world where power is ephemeral. It’s about the relationship between stagnation and
peace. It’s about preservation and hoarding and the lengths we go to for stability. It’s about
masculinity and power. About what it means to change ourselves for the people we love.
I created this world with a handful of absurdism and with reference to a few real events and many
imagined ones. I thought about gender imbalances, particularly real world examples of male
surpluses due to population control and male supremacy, as well as female surpluses created by
wars revolutions. What would happen if a male-governed country became completely female, and
the government’s plan of attack was to quietly phase itself out? Could a ruling family become
obsolete without being seen as a threat? Could they organically make the transition from tyrannical
overlords to harmless figureheads?
This play was what happened when these ideas collided. It hasn’t reached its potential yet, but I
hope it will someday.
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Boris:

The power? Power is the most advance form of make-believe there is.

Morticia:

You are not being correct comrade. The revolution, the progress, the glory of
Sovlakistan. These things are not “make believe”. Power is strength.

Boris:

Power is flimsy, fleeting. The second you exert power you reveal the source of it. The
people see it. They want to revolt against it. They want it for themselves. And bang, it’s
taken away. Dormant power, virgin power, that’s the good stuff.

Morticia looks confused. Boris picks up the cake and starts cutting it.
Boris:

It’s simple. You can have the cake or you can eat it.

Boris hands her the cake. Her stomach rumbles. She can’t bring herself to eat it.
Morticia:

Cake should be divided evenly amongst the people.

Boris:

Then Sovlakistan will run out of cake. People from other countries will be free to come
in and put their cake on our table. Nope, it’s our job to keep the cake safe.

Morticia:

Cakes are perishable. What use is a cake when it’s stale or mouldy? Let the people eat
cake so they have the energy to bake more.

Boris:

What if the cake is so full of preservatives that it can’t go mouldy?

Morticia pushes the cake aside.
Morticia:

The Dictator must use his power to nurture his children.

Boris:

Do you have children, comrade?

Morticia:

I am nobody’s mother.

Boris:

Here you are ranting at me to provide more cake, while your oven has baked none.

Morticia:

I am waste of fuel. But without lifeblood, my blood could not give life.

Boris:

What?

Morticia:

My body has never fallen to the communists.

Boris:

Never met the right one?

Morticia:

The red flag has never been planted on my moon.

Boris:

We don’t bother with that sort of thing anymore.
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Morticia:

I’ve never bled from my uterus.

Boris:

You’re a barren orphan? Nothing came before you, nothing comes after. They say you
can never step into the same river twice. But you’re not a river comrade, you’re a
pond. So is Sovlakistan. We have our own unique eco systems, we require stagnancy
for survival.

Morticia picks up a cigar. She inspects it. Boris points to the Dictator.
Boris:

His. Don’t let it play into your penis envy.

Morticia:

Comrade, you say impotency is power, why then would I desire a penis?

Boris:

You still need a penis to be impotent.

Boris exits. Morticia looks around unsure what to do. She goes over to Nikita and flirts with kissing him.
She thinks about going down in the dumbwaiter. Eventually she moves the corpse of the bearskin rug
and crawls inside.
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AMELIA NEWMAN – GHOSTS
Ash and Jenna live in a haunted share house. Something terrible has happened and it won’t leave them
alone. The two decide to call some ghost hunting YouTubers to see if they can solve the problem,
because maybe if Ash and Jenna can have their story told, their trauma can be worth something.
Ghost are real reflects on the ‘Me Too’ movement from an empathetic individualist lenses. Ghosts are
used as a metaphor for trauma. Using the tropes of classic horror cinema and the childhood art of telling
stories; Ghosts are real reflections on the horror that’s haunts us into adulthood; on the trauma that can
create us and turn us into ghosts.
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The ghost is standing in the middle of Ash’s room
Ash is dressing the ghost up in costumes
Ash

When I hear planes overhead…
When I was little I and I heard plans flying overhead I used to think
I wonder if anyone I know would be on that plane…
Like are my neighbours on that plane?
Now I just imagine the plane crashing
I used to think they were these magical things
Anyone could be on that plane
But I know it’s just all the ways everything could go wrong
If I think hard enough about the plane crashing
It won’t
If I imagine it hard enough it will not be
I’ll hold you till the planes crash
Huh?
Pause
Yeah like I’ve let guys wear my clothes and I count the glasses of wine
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah
I don’t like being alone as much as I thought
When I’m around my friends all the time
Or strangers…. or Jenna…
I’m like this is chill
But ugh when do I get my “me time”?
And now I have it… I hate it
Why am I on my own tonight?
I thought I was funny and interesting
I thought I liked being alone
I thought I enjoyed my own company?
If I don’t even like my own company… who will?
The ghost shrugs
I guess I’m not as independent as I thought I was
I guess I care more than I want to
I guess my shoes are filling up with blood
A new tattoo won’t make me cool
A new hair cut won’t make you a new person
You can’t outrun yourself
You’re stuck with yourself

The ghost nods mournfully
You get me…
I keep everything small, I keep my life small, it’s me, my cat, I keep my life in these
containers, me, my cat, my gender, my feelings, myself, me, my thoughts, my cat, the
rain, my cat, me, myself and my cat… you know?
My cat lives with my mum
I think she prefers my mum
Goddamn
Well that’s a thought
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Jenna
Ash
Jenna
Ash
Jenna
Ash
Jenna

Ash
Jenna

Ash

Jenna
Ash
Jenna
Jenna

Ash
Jenna

Jenna enters
What’s a thought?
You came back?
Yeah
I wasn’t mad
Oh
I mean I was, but I won’t be mad forever and you can do whatever you want
I wanted to leave, I wanted to be back…
Well that’s not true, I didn’t want to come back here
I came back because I live here
And I treated you like a child
I’m truly sorry for that
Playing mind games
I guess…
I…
Um
I’m a fuck up
So…
Pause
I have lots of thoughts
Oh yeah
I can see them
Coming out of the top of your head
I’m an alien
I was left here by my family
Do you miss them?
Yeah but they are coming back for me soon
I’m glad
Jenna walks over to Ash and kisses them
I wish you a fond farewell when you return to your people
They are lucky to have you
The ghost reaches over to Ash and touches their neck
And Ash starts throwing up
I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m sorry I’m/
Oh my god its ok…
Jenna starts scrambling to help Ash
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FI SPITZ (TAKE TWO) – LAURA
I named this play after an old friend of mine, because I like her a lot and I like this play a little bit which
is a lot more than I usually like my work. I needed to name this play after a woman, a strong, give-noshits-about-anything-except-everything-that-actually-matters kind of woman whose name would be
borne by the hurricane who, in the play, destroys the world we know, and beckons in a new one. I’m
not sure how Laura would feel about this.
What I like about this play is its neatness, its simplicity. In the past I have tried to write plays that
capture the hugeness of climate change; the terrifying, overwhelming scale of the destruction and
devastation that awaits us. In the past I have been too ambitious, or perhaps ambitious in the wrong
ways. Rather than grappling with the great big mess that is now, trying to flatten everything that is
down onto the page, this play is an attempt to wipe the slate clean, and to build something new. On the
other side of the end of the world, new mythologies will emerge. New narratives with new heroes will
be woven out of the rubble of our civilisation; new ways of knowing the world and each other. Time,
space, giving life and greeting death: everything will need to be rediscovered by the generations who
come after.
Laura is a glimpse at that rediscovery, as young twins Aisha and Hana gradually impose their rule of law
and logic and love upon the world. Laura is a glimpse at hope beyond hopelessness.
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Aisha retrieves the skull wrapped in tattered lace. Hana unwraps it. Miriam {an old woman} stares.
AISHA

I found it. A gift.

MIRIAM

Ah. Alas.

Blank stares.
It means ‘oh no’. Poor Yorick.
AISHA

Did you know him?

HANA

I knew him.

MIRIAM

Well?

HANA

No. Just a little. Way back. Way back.

AISHA

Before Sandy?

HANA

Way back.

MIRIAM

Before Tracey?

HANA

No. In the middle. When everything was still real straight up there. When
everyone thought that the world was real quiet. A man.

She holds the skull above her head.
With a small head. But a tall body. He could look out over all the streets and he
thought it all looked pretty good. But because he was so tall—
AISHA

Taller than Dad?

HANA

Much. He could see way off.

AISHA

To the end of the world?

HANA

Further. People used to ask him to stare at things and tell them what they were. They’d
say, hey, hey man. Who’s that over there pinching apples from that tree. And he’d say.
Max. That’s Max. And they’d get Max. Sometimes he wasn’t sure but he made a good
guess. Sometimes he just needed to take a step or two and things came into focus.
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Sometimes he’d have to run down the street—Max, Max, sorry that’s not Max—but he
looked silly running with a little head and it made him dizzy. He lived in a car with his
whole family.
AISHA

Did they have a dog?

HANA

No.

AISHA

Had they ever seen a seahorse?

HANA

A dead one. Once. It made him sad.
But he was living with his family in this car and he kept getting this feeling, someone
breathing down his very long neck. He kept trying to see who it was. But everyone kept
saying ‘No, hey, look that way for me, please. Look this way. Can you see where I left my
keys?’ And he could. On the bench. But every day. Just—

She makes a whistling wind sound, breathing on the back of their necks.
AISHA

What was it?

HANA

Who was it?

They pause, look at each other.
AISHA/HANA

LAAAUUUURRRRAAAA

Miriam tries to join in at the end. The girls start jumping about and smacking each other with pillows.
MIRIAM

What happened?

HANA

Nothing. He kept looking the other way and Laura smacked his puny head into the
ground and crushed him.

AISHA

Puny mortal.

MIRIAM

What a good story. I can’t wait for the others to hear it. Will you tell it again?

HANA

No.

They keep playing, Miriam stares at the clock. She weeps.
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GENEVIEVE ATKINS – BEDTIME STORIES FOR GIRLS
When I was making friends at uni, a piece of gossip was floating around. I watched this gossip and who
was engaging in it, and to my surprise my new friend, a down to earth, no nonsense woman, delighted
in this gossip.
When I said she didn’t seem like the gossiping type she replied, “I went to an all-girls school. This is my
bread and butter.”
I’ve heard gossip from schools I never went to. About people I’d never met but was very willing to
judge. About dances and sleepovers, lesbians and abortions, bullying and betrayal. I think that those
stories aren’t just gossip. We are asking to be witnessed. Witness the fucked-up environment in which
we were raised, the story of how we became women. Look at what these girls did, how it could have
been me, how it was me.

We were fucked, our friends were fucked, our classmates and our school were fucked. This piece is
about the dirty, dark and toxic shit. A special brand of torture I, and many others, endured for 6 years.
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Girl 3: I’m not anorexic
Girl 4: Prove it. Eat a handful of snakes
Girl 3 eats 2 snakes
Girl 4: That is not a handful
Girl 3: I’m not hungry

Girl 4: I don’t care. Eat them
Girl 3: No
Girl 4: Do it
If you’re my friend, you’ll eat those snakes
BEAT
Girl 1 and 2 pounce on Girl 3, pulling her back and holding her arms.

Girl 4 shoves the snakes in Girl 3’s mouth, putting her hand over Girl 3’s mouth.
Eventually Girl 3 swallows
Girl 3: Let go of me
Girl 1: We can’t, we have to make sure you don’t throw them all up.
Girl 2: We care about you
Girl 4: We really do.

…………………………….
The girls are reading from magazines
Girl 2: “Put some ice shavings in your mouth as you give him a BJ”
Girl 4: “Don’t use your teeth”
“Unless he likes you using your teeth”
Girl 1: “Don’t expect payback”
“It’s unrealistic”
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Girl 2: This one says “I always use condoms when giving a blowjob, but he says he doesn’t feel
it. What can I do?”
Girl 3: What does it say
Girl 2: “Get tested. If you are both STI free, you don’t need to use condoms.”
The distorted recording plays, the lighting changes.
The girls get out phallic fruits and vegetables. Some put condoms on the fruit, others don’t.
They are practicing their blow job moves
As it progresses the scene becomes stilted, weird and violent. They gag, they bite, etc
The distortion of the recording changes, possibly a lighting change, the girls move.
One gets out a liquor bottle
The recording is quick, and flows seamlessly into a dance track. The track is something like Carly
Rae Jepson’s “Boy Problems” or Robyn’s “Dancing on my own.”
The girls are back lit, possibly a strobe light.
They are dancing frenetically.
They pass the bottle around and drink from it. One of the girls takes a long swig.
The music breaks down, and slips into a low, slow version of the recording.
In response, the dancing of the girls’ change, they break down.
They are hanging out, doing their nails.
Girl 1: Do you think we’ll be friends forever?
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Artwork by Nanny Potts.
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